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St.. .i
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oration, resuming his testimony be- Their number, 24.
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fore the house "steel trust" investigat-- j has in hand the arrangements for the
Their ages, 12 to 16 years.
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change
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ColDistance covered: First day,
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him. General NavarFiles
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platform and he
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becomes
and fol- poison her but later told the police dicts storms. Last night he cast his
1,
malt,,
rates
excessive
July
on
the
bureau
to
Union
that
the
ask
expected
leging
Pacific, today
ed the same, but the provisions of the freight engine
lows the abolishment of the depart- where the bottle with the rest of the
six miles west of herd blew up today, for from fifteen to eighteen thousand
Contlued on Page Six
ment of Colorado.
men this year.
(Continued on Page 8.)
poison could be found.
killing three trainmen
(Continued on Page Five.)
d

$11,-71-

1

Lum-"berto-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mortem) ' (By special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Minneapolis, Minn., June 2. Joseph
Denver, Colo., June 2. E. D. Shep-arD. Bren, cashier and accountant of the
& Co., operating railroad' and
State University waB held up by three coal
mining projects in Colorado and
highwaymen on the banks of the Mis- New
Mexico, who failed in 1909 after
this
near
the
river
University
sissippi
sold $50,000,000 worth of sehaving
which
of
robbed
$13,826
morning and
to investors,' are to be reorcurities
he was carrying in a satchel. He also
A new holding company is
ganized.
lost his watch and his month's salary
to be formed, it was announced toof $166.
day, to take over the railroads and
Held Up Wrong Party.
mines and extend and operate Jhe
Chester, Pa., June 2. Matt Wells, properties.
who
English lightweight champion,
involved
Among the companies
came .to this country a few days ago
were the Yankee Fuel company, a
and Dan Dollings, his trainer, had a Colorado
corporation with $5,000,000
one round, go last night that had not
and
$5,000,000 bonds; the San- stock
there
which
been advertised,, and for
Raton
and Eastern railroad;
its
Fe,
were no gate receipts.
They were
ana ues amines rail
held up on the road near Leiperville, Santa e, Katon
& Englewood
where Wells is training, by two mask- way; Santa Fe Liberal
R.
R.
River
Canadian
and
Companies;
hand,
in
revolvers
ed men, who with
demanded their money. Wells re- The Yankee Mercantile Company and
Raton Fuel Company. The corporasponded with a swing to the jaw of
one of the robbers, rolling him down tion owned coal lands in southern
New
an embankment. His companion shot Colorado and Colfax county,
The railroads were protwice, slightly wounding Dollings in Mexico.
the head, Then Wells dashed for the jected as connections with the Santa
footpad, who took to his heels, down Fe, Rock Island "and other systems
in Oklahoma and Kansas.
the pike, and escaped.
Very little work was done on the
ENGLISHMAN WHO THINKS
properties and finally the offices of
the corporation in New York city
HE CAN LICK JOHNSON
were closed by the sheriff.
BaInvestors in the company have now
Big Guaranty for Twenty-Rounorganized a holding company.
ttleAbe Attel Cancels Date
With Brown.
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The Little Store

HANGMAN'S GROVE AT
HOUSTON CUT DOWN.

M.

FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 1911.

Foley Kidney Pills
TONIC IN ACTION

At One Time Outside of City Limits,
It Is Now Heart of Fashionable Residence District.

ft

QUICK IN RESULTS

1854.

incorporated

1903

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
Houston, Texas, June 2. "Hangof the
man's Grove," one of the historic spots KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
BLADDER
URINARY
all
and
annoying
of Texas possessed by Houston, has
A positive boon to
passed. The last giant tree, the last IRREGULARITIES.
DENVER BREAD
j standing of a group of great
oaks, MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
which In the pioneer days of Houston PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock,
provided a natural gallows for the
Ark.,
I
hanging of offensive persons, has suc- says. "For two years I have been
cumbed to the march of progress, and troubled with severe kidney trouble.
"Hangman's Grove" of pioneer days, The pains across my back and over
is to become a residence property.
my hips were so bad that they almost
This little grove, then far remote meant death to me at times. I used
SONG.
from the settlement of Houston, to- ssveral well known kidnev remedies v
By Alice Morgan Wright.
day Is In the center of the fashionable which gave me no relief until I used
I never knew till I knew you
That May was May or June was residence section of the city. But few Foley Kidney Pills, and these 1 can
know the grewsome history of these tiuthfully recommend as they have
June,
giant oaks in Gray avenue, although made me sound and well." Sold by
Or if the sea were red or blue
the secret of their long standing on all druggists.
dune.
the
Beyond
a desirable residence section now is
out. Since it has been announced a $20,000 PLEDGED BY SOUTH
I'M
I never knew that all this land
residence Is to occupy the site many
1 CAAo IMMIUHKI lUPi MOOIN.
A garden was, till through the street
old residents of Houston have told of
You came with roses in your hand
the efforts of owners to sell the site,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Austin. Texas. June 2. The South .17
And 'neath your feet.
but of their inability because of the Texas immigration Association nas dp
ghastly hiatory connected with the pledged itself to raise $20,000 to at-!WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALU CASH PURCHASES. I never knew why men should kill
spot.
And burn and torture, day by. day:
v
the last to aid the immigrant after he gets j
By peculiar coincidence
Myself I never knew until
here. Texas can care for and utilize
fell
the
week
oak
that
this
under
giant
You went away.
axe constituted the gallows for the one million foreign emigrants, it is
Harper's Magazine.
last hanging on this spot 37 years said, and the association will seek to ;
or
li i't.
ton m n va t Vlic TlllTTlhpr HTlfl hrinff "farfil!
atrn Tfa
twelve feet from the ground were brains" to till American dollars Oat y
K
marred by the great rents in the bark of the soil.
AROUND THE STATE
The association proposes to seet at
where ropes tied about them had sunk
of the steamship com--;
into the bark as the limbs grew and the
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
widened.
of
The
this
last
emigrant business by
panies
handling
vestige
Thrown Out of Buggy.
CREAM PUFFS CAKES
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD-PI- ES
in the
space on such steamships for ffi
Miss Marguerite Fetz was thrown hemp long ago disappeared rents re-- securing
of souvenirs, but the
j an exhibit of Texas products and for
from her buggy at Nolan, Mora coun shape
main and mutely tell of the grewsome carrying a lecturer employed by the
ty, and sustained a broken thigh.
happenings two score years ago. For association who will explain the
this grove served as a place for hibit and lecture on the resources ol
Death of Mrs. Tafoya.
the execution of death sentences im-- Texas on shipboard while the emi- Mrs. Francisquita O. Tafoya, aged posed in the early days of Houston. It grants are en route to the new
37 years, died at Las Vegas. Besides served mostly for the disposal of out-- j
PHONE 191 BLACK
her husband, three children survive. laws, in those days so prevalent, but
no record was ever kept as to the num- - THREE BRIDGES FOR
Grant Trustee Resigns.
ber that swung into eternity from;
SANTA FE COUNTY.
F. H. Pierce has resigned as a these boughs. The grove was discon--j
The board of county commissioners
trustee of the Las Vegas grant board. tinued as a place of execution when met
yesterday at the courthouse with
He has served since 1902. The vacan public sentiment grew against it be-- i
Chairman I. Sparks, pre- President
cause of the immoral effect it was said
cy will be filled by Judge C. J.
representative of the Mid
to have upon the minds of boys whofidi?;
flocked to the place when a hanging land Bridge Company presented plans
. era u
i
for two bridges over the Galisteo, one
was advertised.
Santa Fe Agent Promoted.
at Cerrillos, and the other at GalisHarry J. Foutz, for some years tick
teo, and for a bridge across the Santa
A
DAY
WITHOUT
NOT
et agent of the Santa Fe at AlbuquerSUNSHINE IN MAY. Fe on Canon Road. The plans were
en- - que, then chief clerk at Gallup, has
accepted and bids are being adverbeen appointed Santa Fe agent at
for in the New Mexican today.
Precipitation Slightly Below Average; tised
Arizona.
The board of county commissioners
Low Wind Velocity and Equitable
will
deserves much credit for the systemTemperature.
Chased Shop Lifter.
atic permanent road and bridge im- power.
Joseph Taichert at Las Vegas, yesMay had not a single day with less provements that are being made.
terday chased a native man, who had than 29 per cent of sunshine, that is
You
stolen three pair of trousers, until at Santa
Fe, according to the U. S. State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
for
the man dropped his spoils in order weather bureau.
Lucas county. ss.
Only two days of the
to get away from his pursuer.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
31 were classed as cloudy, 11 came in
under the category of partly cloudy is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Sued By the Sisters.
and eighteen as clear. The average Cheney & Co., doing business in the
In district court at Albuquerque yes- for the month was 75 per cent of sun- City of Toledo, County and State afore
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
terday suit was brought by the Sisters shine. There was just one inch of said, and that said firm will pay the
of Charity against W. D. Crabtree for precipitation and since New Year, the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
balance due of $59.20 for hospital accumulated excess is .46 of an inch. each and every case of Catarrh that
services at St. Joseph's Sanitarium.
The greatest precipitation in any 24 cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
consecutive hours was a quarter of Catarrh Cure.
Earl Gray Sentenced.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
an inch and this occurred on May 14.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Earl Gray, who was one of ten men
The mean atmospheric pressure was
to escape out of jail at Albuquerque 29.80, the highest 30.17 on May 21; in my presence, this 6th day of Decemunder the leadership of
the least 29.45 on May 18.
ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Hart and Grimes, was yesterday ar- . The highest temperature recorded
Notary Public.
raigned at Albuquerque for stealing was 78 degrees on May 30, the lowest (Seal)
a revolver and coat, altogether valued 30 degrees on May 11. There was no Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internat $19, and was fined $25 and costs.
killing frost during the month. The ally and acts directly on the blood and
greatest daily range in temperature mucous surfaces of the system. Send
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
was only 35 degrees and this occur- for testimonials free.
Run Over By Train.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
Herman Cooper, a boy of Kenna, red on May 11. The least daily range
ALFaLFA SEED.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Chaves county, who was on his way was 17 degrees on May 28. Since New
Take Hall's Family Pills for
home from school at Denver, was bad- Year there has been an excess of temFe
The only exclusive grain house in
ly injured while trying to jump' on perature over the average of the last
a passing freight train at ' Trinidad, forty years of 198 degrees.
The maximum velocity of the wind
Colorado.
recorded in May was 40 miles an hour
H. KERR
on May 28 from the east. The total
Missed Train for Glasses.
Phone Black
Phone Black
LAUNDRY.
HUBBS
AGENT
mostwas
movement
wind
from
en
7,931
route
miles,
Charles Lewis,
we will be glad to call for
Springer to Wagon Mound on Santa ly from the southeast, the average Phone us,
Fe train No. 1, dropped his spectacles hourly velocity being only 10.7 miles. your laundry on Mondays and Tuesout of the car window at the station The average maximum temperature days and deliver on Thursdays and
of Levy and went out to find them. was 69.3 degrees, the average mini- Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
In the meanwhile, the train pulled mum 43.7 degrees. Number of days
n
out and Lewis had to foot it into with .01 of an inch or more of precipi- are mended and buttons sewed
tation 7. Hail on May 14 and 28.
your shirts without extra charge.
Springer.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Pretentious Residence.
Deaf Mute Dead Drunk.
ten months. They have hundreds of
J. Barrington Moore of the XT. S.
Chickering Bros.
Juan Marzanares on his way from
satisfied customers in New Mexico Santa Fa to Albuquerque raised such
service is putting up a $15,000 resiBush and Lane.
and Arizona.
a disturbance on Santa Fe train No. dence at Albuquerque, which it is
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
10, day before yesterday, while drunk, claimed, will be one of the most
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and that he was arrested at
Albuquerque unique and handsome in New Mexico.
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano and fined $10 and costs. It took two
n
buyers that the firm of
interpreters in the Justice of the
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Ceciltan
peace court to handle the oa3e, one
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
who could handle the sign language
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat and the other to translate from SpanLa Salle
This firm has purchased over
isfactory business transaction, not on ish into English as Manzanares is a
I
of
doubt
and uncertainty.
ear loads of pianos during the past
deaf mute.
CMAS. GANN,
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Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT
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6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
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are better blouses than
home sewing can pro-
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duceare made by ex-

pert workers under ideal
fartorvJ conditions.
are.
COlTeCt as tO Style and
fit and are guaranteed.
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style.
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Something new in Boys'
Blouses and Shirts from
OUC

tO $1.23.

Guaranteed to Wear.

i
i

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Phone No. 36

P. O. Box 219

'

Groceries and Delicatessen

1

j

j

When the

drypell comes

this summer you will need

n

a gasoline engine to run
ant
your pump and save your
,f croos. wnen tnese
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
run it cheaper than
any other machine and
running it by hand
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable
your work by applying
to the agent.

r.,

WHOLESALE

&

Hoi-broo-

RETAIL

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY 8ELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
-KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WANT
YOUR
WE DESERVE IT.
ONLY
BECAUSE
TRADE
fWE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14

Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

45

PIANOS

PIAN05

Learnard-Lindeman-

W.

oal

Learnard-Lin-dema-

Jesse-Frenc-

J

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

::

FE OFFICE

Restaurant

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

Prop.

Albuquerque

1900

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Plumbers

Strike.

Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours

Every union journeyman plumber in
Albuquerque is on a strike. The
plumbers ask an increase in wages
from $4 to $5 a day and the closed
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
shop. The master plumbers were willTrench Noodle Order 20c. a dish
would
to
the
increase
but
grant
ing
New York Chop Suey 50c. who does
not accede to the closed shop. The
your Cleaning and Pressing,
employers say they are filling the
and those who are best satisfied with
places of the strikers with
their orders in that line will surely
men and are finding no difficulty in
refer you to us. We have built up a
contracts.
their
meeting
s
work
reputation for doing
a
in
a
at
and
short
time
very moderate
DEAF AND DUMB
PUPILS GOING HOME.
We are pleased to receive
charge.
For Best Laundry Work family trade, and assure you beforeSix deaf and dumb children came
hand of. complete satisfaction.
down on the train from the school at
of
101 Washington Ave
Santa Fe last evening. Three them Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
were the children of Mr. Adies of
ftaiurns Thursday and Friday.
and the others were going to
Tucumcarl.
and
Carrizozo
They AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
seemed to be enjoying themselves imMRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
mensely talking to each other in their
TAILOR.
sign language. Estancia iDaily Her Phone Rd No. 23 Phone Red No. 33 Cor.
Palace and Washington Avenues
aid.

mi

Wood

RATON
YANKEEfc

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
feOTirSSST': CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone

Ask Yourselves

n

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened
85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
C AI C
P0R JiiLC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in tbe Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

Ml

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

non-unio- n

Imperial Laundry

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.

high-clas-

Julius Muralter

Phone Red 100

J

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Reliable
Buggies, Surries, So&le

CALL t

UP

rrw

Agents for Warner's Corsets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00,
vve carry all the newest ft

Phone 9

CHA5. CL0S50N

b Usti ff

InCuTf
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Santa Fe People Must Recognize and

Prom

Heed

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
war. Good covered hack
teams.

Svtiy

TtLlngr

WARNING.

NATURE'S

YiOOD'YS HACK LINE

any other

iii

qulei:y mysteri-

Pills,

good

To ward off Bright's disease or diabetes.
Doan's (have done great work in Santa Fe.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. M.. says: "I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done me a world of
good. A dull pain in the small of my
back, sometimes extending into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly when I took
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with

3?b

icMto

It

But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color Is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment.
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney

arrival of
arrive at

sad

come

Kidney ills
ously.

FARE SET 355.00
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
"for
Is particularly
recommended
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
trouble.
It tends to regulate and

control the kidney and bladder action
and is healing, strengthening and
For sale by all druggists.
bracing.

We Have Built Up

a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case required and the complete cure they brought
has led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
tufte no other.

WE HANDLE

LUMBER

In large quantities and have every
modern facility tor furnishing the
very best rough or dressed

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-weat 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Ros-weat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa F and Torrance
and
Is $5.80 and between Torrance
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
ll

Lumber
description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high1 grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.
of every

Charles W. Dudrow

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

trj

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Best of Food

Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Cold

Pecos

and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, (Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

AGRICULTURE

nun

per cent of the total acreage in 1910
and 13 per cent in 1900.
The average acres per farm reported in 1910 was 154, as against 333 in
1900, a decrease of 179 acres, or 54
per cent.
The average value per acre of farm
land and buildings in l'jio is stated
as $37.87. as against $7.07 in 1900, a
rise of $30.80, or 436 pt-- r cent.
The average value per acre of farm
land alone in 1910 was reported as
$33.91, while in 1900 it was $5.90, the
amount of gain being $2S.01, or 475
per cent.

PAGE THREE

M.

173 to 499
300 to 999
1,000 acres

THE BEST

K? (0 fC

736; 411; 343.
164; 112; 52.
and over, 72; 71; 1.

acres,
acres,

SPRING TONIC

GRADUATE OF LORETTO
MARRIED AT SOCORRO.

Spring is the season when the blood is weakest, and our systems least
Young Eastern Financier, Arthur L. responsive to the demands of nature. It is the time of fickle appetites, poor
Lewis, Takes With Him as Bride
digestion, lack of energy, bodily fatigue, and many other systemic disturbThat Commonwealth Is Far
Miss Eva Caroline Hilton.
ances which warn us that we used a tonic. A great many so called tonics
are mere nerve stimulants, often producing exhilarating effects, but acting
Behind New Mexico in
Socorro, X. M.. June 2. At 8:30 last with decided injury on the system later. If your system is weak and deIts Development
evening at the home of the bride, Eva pleted you can only .one it up by supplying an increased amount of nourCaroline Hilton, second oldest daugh- ishment, and this c;ii come only
through pure, rich blood. S. S. S. L the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hilton, was greatest of all blood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine you can rely upon
BIG DECREASE IN FARM AREA
united in marriage to Arthur L. Lewis to
Color of Farmers.
supply the system with the best tonic effects and at the same time thorOf the whole number,
8,078, of ot Springfield, Mass. Rev. Father Peit- oughly purify the b! icl. Many people have put oft using a tonic until the
zer, the parish priest of San Antonio, system became so weakened it could not resist disease, and have paid for the
farms reported in 1910 there were
Census Shows Value Less Than
or 74 per cent, operated by white performed the ceremony. A reception neglect with a spell t.f debilitating sickness. S. S. S. is nature's ideal tonic;
farmers, and 2,105, or 26 per cent, by followed the ceremony at the Knights made entirely of healthful roots, herbs and barks. It tones up the stomach
One Half of Those in This
negro and other nonwhite farmers, of Pythias hall, refreshments being and digestion, aiiU and impro- - es the appetite, and in every way contributes
Territory.
as compared with a total of 3,809 in served to the large number of congrat to stroug, robust health. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
or
190(1, of which 4,006, or 69 per cent, ulatory guests, while the Gem City
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
of Mrs. Joseph
Washington, D. C., June 2 Census were conducted by while farmers, and chestra composed
A.
P.
Prof.
Mrs.
Smith,
Freeman,
Director Durand issued
today the 1,803, or 31 per cent, by negro and Marcelino and Mr. Lovelace furnished
.CONVICTS BUILD HIGHWAY
EACH ACCUSED THE
The increase in the
first official statement from the Cen- other nonwhite.
FOR COLORADO'S CAPITAL.
OTHER OF CRUELTY.
sus Bureau relative to the agricul-- j number of farms of white farmers duf excellent music. Mr. and Mrs. tewis
El
tural statistics of the Territory of Ari-- ! ing the decade amounted to 1,967, and boarded the south bound train for
zona collected at the Thirteenth De- in the number of farms of negro and Paso and will go directly to Galves- It Is for Scenic and Tourist Purposes But Court Finds That Both Are Innoton, Texas, where they will be guests
cent and Therefore Refuses to
cennial United States Census, April other nonwhite farmers to 302.
Only and Will Prove Great
of Mr. Galen L. Stone, vice president
Grant a Divorce.
Farm Ownership.
State Drawing Card.
15, 1910.
of the Mallory Steamship Company on
June 2. Though each
Denver,
The total number of farms operated one of his
Colo.,
It is based on a preliminary com-- !
personal yachts which will
Denver, Colo., June 2. The first charged with numerous acts of exparative summary submitted to the in 1910 by owners, part owners, and convey them to New York. Mr. Gaactual work on the construction of treme cruelty by the other, Mrs. JenDirector by Le Grand Powers, chief owners and tenants, comprising the len is an old friend of the families.
road was com- nie Ostrander and Carlton Ostrander
the
statistician of the Division of Agri- 'all owners" class, was 7,060, as com
Miss lxnuse Fitzgerald of Pekin, menced yesterday, 40 convicts having find themselves legally innocent of
culture In the Bureau of the Census. pared with 4,985 in 1900, an increase
111., was bridesmaid
while Connie H. nitched ramn on the Reark Creek any such acts toward each other ac
This summary shows for both the of 2,075.
brother of the bride, was best; road near Morrison ynm now on cording to a verdict rendered by a
census of 1910 and that of 1900, the
The total number of farms conduc Hilton,
man. Miss Annie and Felice Hilton, the work will be
vigorously pushed. jury in District .luilge Shattuck's court.
reported total value of farm land. ted in 1910 by cash tenants, share ten- cousins of the
bride, and little Miss Denver business men and others are Mrs. Ostrander brought suit for dima
buildings, and implements and
ants, and cash and share tenants, com Helen Hilton were
flower girls. The much interested in this work.
It vorce, charging that, her husband beat
chinery; total acreage;
improved prising the "all tenants" class, was
Coney T. mAana fho rrtnrMrHntr li,iL-will her and that when their baby cried
acreage; average acres per farm; 857, as against 489 in 1900, an in ushers were C. aC. Clark and
Brown. Quite
number of friends of l
in the
average value per acre of farm land crease of 368.
join in Denver with the foothills. he told her to "put the brat
lue unue neie jJieKem huiu oau nir and open to the tourist some of the cellar." In an answer and
and buildings; average value per acre
The total number of farms operated tonio, Carthage, Magdalena and San
Ostrander said his wife did not
of farm land alone; and the aggre
most beautiful scenery to be found in
by managers in 1910 was 161, as com
care lor the baby nor keep house propgate expenditure for labor and ferti pared with 335 in 1900, a decrease of Marcial, ofbeside the many Socorro Colorado.
friends
the contracting parties.
and that as a result he was forced
lizers.
It also distributes the total 174.
It is the boast of Warden Tynan erly
c.
a native of San Antonio
to
nurse and dust the
is
The
bride
number of farms according to color
play
The total number of farms operated where her
A. H. Hilton has that he will make this road the model The jury after listening to all the evifather
of framer; specified character of tenby the "all owners" class constituted
of Colorado. It is hoped to get much dence, returned a verdict of not guilty
ure; whether held free or mortgaged S7 per cent of the whole number of been in the mercantile business for a
of it in shape for the automobile trav- against both husband and wife.
of
owner
a
of
former
century,
by owners; and by certain acreage farms in 1910 and 86 per cent in 1900; third
one of el of this year.
and
Mrs. Cyrene Thomas was given a
the
coal
mines
groups.
Carthage
those operated by the "all tenants'
In this connection a suggestion has divorce from William I. Thomas upon
The director gives notice that the class, 11 per cent in 1910 and 8 per the best known pioneers of Socorro
The bride was educated at been made by some of those who at- her testimony that at the time of their
figures are subject to revision later, cent in 1900; and those conducted by county.
as a number of farms whose returns managers 2 per cent in 1910 and 6 the Sisters' convent in Santa Fe and tended the opening of the skyline marriage her husband was an escaped
at Notre Dame. Indiana. Her father drive at Canon City, leaving to the convict from the Idaho state penitenare incomplete will be included in the per cent in 1900.
a great lover of music early de- top of the Royal Gorge, that a sky- tiary. She said she was in ignorance
final tables.
These additions will
Or the total number. 7,060, of farms being
to give his daughter the best line drive constructed along the hog- of this from the time of their marriage
termined
not, in all probabilities, modify any operated in 1910 by the "all owners"
She be- back running from Golden,, southAugust 22, 1910, until he was arrested
of the amounts or rates contained in class, there were 6,019, or 85 per cent possible musical education.
gan playing the violin at the early age wards through Morrison.
From this by the sheriff of Mineral county on
the presnt statement.
from
"owned
as
free
debt,"
reported
of seven and showed
great, talent hogback es a point of view Denver February 1, 1911. She also said he
The Apparent Decrease in Farm Area. and 1,041, or 15 per cent, mortgaged. which
she was to the east and the smaller cities and committed murder in Idaho in 1894.
while
developed
rapidly
Although a marked increase in the There were 119 farms for which no in Notre Dame University and during
towns, together with the great plain
and
number and value of farms is reported mortgage report was secured
she studied nnder Prof.
MILLION ' BUSHELS OF
the four
sight. The view has been pronounc- TEN
for the Territory, there is a net de these are included in the farms "free Muscat ofyears
Los Angeles, formerly first ed
WHEAT GROWING IN TEXAS.
who
those
visited
have
the
by
from
debt."
crease of farm area of nearly 700,000
J.
orchestra.
violinist in the Thomas
Sherman, Texas, June L C.
place as one of the grandest roads to
In 1900 information was secured She
acres, confined
principally to two
Grain
musical studies at be
Texas
her
the
of
completed
C.ibbs,
secretary
found in the state. Before the footcounties Navajo
and Coconino
concerning the "owned farm homes." the New England Conservatory
of
hills park and the good roads leading Dealers' Association estimates Texas
where some 500,000 acres belong At that time 6,072, or 94 per cent, Music at
bushMass.
Boston,
to and from it become established it this year will produce 10,000,000
to a large land company. The trans were reported "free from debt." and
conservaof wheat, 250,000,000 bushels of
was
els
while
the
It
attending
is
6
such
There
a
as
road
that
this will
fer to the Forest Reserve of. large 380, or
likely
per cent, mortgaged.
bushels
corn will produce 10,000,000
areas of land previously owned by were 148 in 1900 for which no mort- tory that the romance budded which be built.
The
of
the
the
in
ended
of wheat, 250,000,000 bushels of corn
day.
wedding
the railroad, that was rented for graz gage report was secured, these being
At
yesterday's meeting of the Heal and a Dumier crop oi oais.
"free from groom is the only son of Orrin L. Estate
ing purposes in 1900, account for included in the farms
exchange the following reso3
New
of
Lewis
"Grain conditions and the crop
Hampshire,
Lakeport,
no
has
Bureau
The
Census
another large area. These lands debt."
lutions were adopted, pledging sup,
ros
of
owner
farme.-and
in general continue very
New
England
ot
number
the
were used for the same purpose in information respecting
and
to
Warden
port
encouragement
L.ast year s
the Bear Island Inn at Lake
said Mr. liibus.
eate,"
1919, but not under circumstances mortgaged farms leased to tenants.
in
the
construction of the EverNew Hampshire, one of the Tynan
yield of wheat in Texas was 15,000,-00as Distribution According to Acreage
that permit their classification
summer resorts in the Swit- green road:
prettiest
busheis, but the acreage this year
farm lands.
Exclusive of the two
Groups.
"Whereas, the Denver Real Estate is not as large as last and we had
which
counties reporting a decrease,
The statement relative to farms dis zerland of America. The lake
the
like
all
well
balanced
pub180 miles of shore line is often exchange,
to contend with an unusually dry fall
acreage of farm land in Arizona in- tributed according to certain acreage has
is dot- lie institutions, favors good roads and and
creased 44 per cent.
early winter, which gave the
These lands, groups shows that those of 19 acres compared to Lake Geneva and
In fully realizes the profit and comfort wheat a considerable setback. 1
not enumerated in 1910, were all of and under numbered 2.231 in 1910 and ted with over 200 charming islets.
Island Inn arising from same, and
to see a bumper crop of oats.
small value per acre, and their omis- 2,038 in 1900, a gain of 193; of 20 to 49 this beautiful spot, at Bear
will spend their
"Whereas, Warden Thoma3 Tynan The acreage is larger than it was last
and
bride
the
groom
in
922
1900,
1910
and
in
sion makes the averags value of land acres. 1,475
Mr. Lewis is the Spring- has established a road building camp
ypar and drouthy condition that reper acre show up slightly larger than an increase of 553; of 50 to 99 acres,! honeymoon.
of Hayden, Stone near Morrison for Denver to aid in tarded
808 in 1910 and 674 in 1900, an in- field correspondent
was actually the case.
the wheat did not affect the
and Company, bankers of Boston, and building a model highway from Den- oats so much. 1 believe Texas will
The census of agriculture was taken crease of 134; of 100 to 174 acres,
in
to
ver
firms
the mountains, that pays a this
one of the largest' banking
in- 1910 and 1,581 in 1900, an inyear raise one of the largest oat
loprimarily for the purpose of obtain 2,572
third of the taxes of the slate, thereof 175 to 499 acres, 756 New England. This firm is known
of
crease
991;
on record.
classcrops
an
accurate
of
all
ing
inventory
in New Mexico having financed fore be it
"Tln're is sufficient acreage plantes of farm property existing on April in 1910 and 411 in 1900, an increase cally
They
"Resolved
Chino
we.
the
that
Company.
members
the
Copper
of ed in corn to
big
500 to 999 acres, 164 in 1910
t least
produce
t
15, 1910; a complete exhibit of farm of 345; of
an increase of 52; have recently purchased from the or a the Denver Real Estate exchange, do
and it is easily possibushels
operations during the year ended and 112 in 1900,
cent
53
estate of Denver
per
hereby go on record es thanking Mr. ble for this
December 31, 1909; and a statement and of 1,000 acres and over, 72 inlOlO
yield to reach the high
controlling interest of the First Na- Tynan for the enterprise and considbushels.
Last
of the number and value of domestic and 71 in 1900, an increase of 1.
Bank of Denver the largest eration he has shown; and be it fur- figure of 250,000,000
tional
Acreage Group Proportions.
animals in cities and villages on April
the yield in the state was
Misyear
the
between
institution
financial
ther resolved that we, the members
Of the whole number of farms those
bushels and this year the
15, 1910,
coast. Mr. of this
formed 2S per souri river and the Pacific
exchange, do all that lies in
28
crop conditions are all the way from
Statements relative to the acreage of 19 acres and under
years
man,
a
is
only
Lewis
young
our
in
and
1900;
cent
35
power,
collective
1910
and
individually
per
110 to 115 per cent better than they
and yield of crops and the domestic cent in
in financial ly, to assist and
acres, 18 per cent in of age and rising rapidly
encourage him to the were a year ago.
animals of Arizona will be issued bv those of
u
u..
or.ue
ne
.s
l
nd that hjg difficuIt tas,.
those of circles,
in
be
"We have seen the unprecedented
Director Durand as soon as the tabu- 1910 and 16 per cent cent1900;
in 1910 and accomplished and thoroughly popular, 1Rade as agreeable alld eu,cessal ag
acres, 10 per
lation of this data has been completed.
U
record established this year of not an
young lames in .New
of
to
de3ervS
12 per cent in 1900; those
The Rates of Increase and Decrease.
acre of oats being lost in the state.
be sadly missea ny ner uuuureua
acres, 32 per cent in 1910 and 27 per willwarm
or
freezes
There have been no
friends.
It, is pointed out in the statement
of
acres,
MINISTER CHASES HIS
cent in 1900; those of
droughts to cut it down, the seasons
today that the principal rate of in- 9
7 per cent in
and
1910
in
HORSES
cent
EIGHTY
MILES.
per
for planting and growing have been
crease in. Arizona in 1910, as against
acres, 2 per cent "NEED KNEES OF IRON,OF STEEL.'
1900; those of
was so well
AND WRISTS
1900, among the items for which per- in both 1910 and 1900; and those of
Rev. John Mordy of Albuquerque Hat excellent and the ground
in
fall
and
in
the
plowed
pulverized
centages are given, in the first section 1.000 acres and over, 1 per cent in
Strenuous Experience in Sierra
of the tabular summary, are: In the
the winter that the corn has grown
Bruce Williams Says Wild West Days
both decades.
County
off exceptionally well.
The farm
average value per acre of farm land
Still Are Seen in Navajo Indian
The expenditures for labor in 1910
lands as a whole are in fine shape and
alone, 475 per cent; in the average reached the sum of $2,503,000, as comCountry.
2.
N.
Rev.
M., June
Elephant Butte,
value per acre of farm
land and pared with $1,153,000 In 1900, an inJohn Mordy who has been conducting the crop outlook generally is as good
The postmaster of Amarillo, Texas. religious services here for some time as it has been for 30 years."
buildings, 436 per cent; in the total crease of $1,350,000, or 117 per cent.
value of all farm land alone, 269 per
for fertilizers as told in the New Mexican recently, past has gone to his home in Albu
The expenditure
cent; in the total value of farm land amounted in 1910 to $6,000, while in is fast disillusioning young eastern querque to rest up from a recent strenand buildings, 244 per cent; in the 1900
it was $3,000, an increase of chaps about the freedom and romances uous experience. Mr. Mordy and his
total value of all farm implements
of the southwest from a cowboy
$3,000, of 100 per cent.
traveling companion travel overland
and machinery, 133 per cent; in the
summaries show that standpoint and says that to see the with a camp outfit. They started
The
following
total value of farm buildings alone,
come
to
had
have
would
across the country the other day anil
Arizona is far behind New Mexico in old days one
117 per cent; in thei total
The first column gives here twenty years ago. But Bruce night overtaking them pitched camp
expendi development.
ture for labor, 117 per cent; in the the
for 1910, the second for Williams, the well known liveryman for the night and while they slumbertotal expenditure for fertilizers, 100 1900 figures
and the third the percentage of who recently sold out his business ed their horses got loose and wanderwhole number of increase or decrease
per cent;
first here to W. H. Morgan of Dayton, ed away. For five days the hors?s
in the
farms, 39 per cent; and in the improv
Eddy county, is just back from the were followed in vain and after they
or
decrease
increase
actual
and
group
ed farm acreage, 37 per cent.
Navajo Indian reservation in San Juan had traversed some eighty miles of
second
in the
group:
The only decrease during the de
county and says thers is enough of country they were finally rounded up
All farms. 8,078: 5,809; 39.
cade among the Items for which per
Total acreage, 1.242,000; 1,935,000; the wild western element ot the good by a cowboy and handed over to the
old days to suit any boy, however wild twners. Mr. Mordy, who has begun
centages are given occurred in the 36.
average acres per farm, 54 per cent;
in his imagination.
255,000;
a go"d work here, will leave the large
349,000;
acreage,
and in the total farm acreage, 36 per 37.Improved
Mr. Williams spent several days on
in which he has held services
'
cent.
Average acres per farm, 154; 333; the reservation in search of some fine here for the benefit of Rev. W. C.
The statement shows in detail that 54.
horses and it is rumored that he want- Buell of Mesilla Park who will
the number of farms reported in 1910
the work here. He arrived
Value of land and buildings, $47,- - ed a type of animal suited to be a
was 8,078, as compared with 5,809 in 034,000; $13,683,000; 244.
"polo pony" swift, sure footed and ev- Thursday morning.
1900, an increase of 2,269, or 39 per
Value of land, $12,116,000; $11,410,- - erlastingly durable.
cent.
He brought back a string of ani- WOMAN CONFESSES TO
269.
000;
'
Farm Values.
mals and took some of them to his
WRITING BLACKMAIL LETTERS.
Value of buildings, $4,918,000;
good-humore- d
seriThe total value of farm land and
ranch at Dayton which he purchased
117.
buildings was given in 1910 as
2.
dare-deviltsacriValue of implements and machin from W. H. Morgan, and others ha
The
ry
Denver, Colo., June
as against $13,683,000 in 1900, ery, $1,779,000; 765,000; 133.
brought here to keep them for a while. ficial spirit of a woman in love led
wona
is
an increase of $33,351,000, or 244 per
reservation
anu
"The Navajo
Mrs. Eva Smith of Ouray to confess
cow-punch- er
Average value per acre of land
cent.
derful country," said Mr. Williams to- attempted blackmail In order to save
buildings, $37.87; $7.07; 436.
The total value ot all farm land
acre of land day, "wonderful in its immensity. Harry Bane, her fiance, from a term
Average value per
alone was reported In 1910 as
One does not feel cooped up in that In the penitentiary, before Judge R.
alone, $33.91; $5.90; 475.
as against $11,416,000 in 1900,
for labor $2,503,000; section. One feels the vastness of E. Lewis in the federal court. Bane
Expenditures
a gain of $30,700,000, . or 269 per $1,153,000; 117.
space. I was a hundred miles from a was charged with having sent black
cent.
for
$6,000;
postoffice and more than a hundred hand letters to two Ouray men, one
fertilizers,
Expenditures
The total value of farm buildings $3,000; 100 per cent.
from a railroad. There one sees the o them a
saloonkeeper, threatening
alone was given in 1910 as $4,918,000, All Farms by Color of Farmer, Ten life in the saddle which the postmast- death in
horrible forms if they did
dishas
as against $2,267,000 in 1900, an in
thinks
Etc.
of
er
Amarillo, Texas,
ure, Acreage Groups,
not deposit money in a designated
There
crease of $2,651,000, or 117 per cent.
All farms by color of farmer, 8,078 ; appeared from the. southwest.
spot at a designated time. It seemed
In 1910 the value of the farm land 5,809 ; 2,269.
one sees tne real inaians, xoo, aim
a clear case against him, because he
alone constituted 90 per cent of the
White farmers, 5,973; 4,006; 1,967. they are a husky lot, and to ride with was seen mailing
the second letter.
total value of land and buildings, as
Negro and other nonwhite farmers, them one needs knees of iron and But the defense
completely
surprised
83
with
cent
1900.
in
302.
steel.
of
per
compared
wrists
2,105; 1,803;
United States District AttorThe reported value of farm imple
All farms by tenure, 8,078; 5,809;
"Irrigation, is of course, the key-th- Special
ments and machinery was $1,779,000 2.269.
will unlock the treasures of the neys Ralph Hartzel and Butler
by placing Mrs. Smith upon the
in 1910, as against $765,000 in 1900,
earth in that country, if irrigation is
All owners. 7,060; 4,985; 2,075V
' She took
stand.
all the blame upon
of
is
a gain of $i,oi4,uou, or 133 per cent.
6,019.
plenty
Owners free,
possible. Certainly
her
shoulders
and was immediately
vast
of
The total acreage reported In 1910
the
1,041.
for
up there
settling
Owners mortgaged,
space
'
was 1,242,000 acres, as compared with
colonies and some day I think the big arrested upon the charge from which
All tenants, 857; . 489; 368.
1,935,000 in 1900, a decrease of
cities will send out men wno wm try the jury a few minutes later released
Managers. 161: 335; 174.
acres, or 36 per cent.
Distribution
by acreage groups, to follow the example of the Mor- Bane.
The improved acreage was return- 8.078; 5,809; 2,269.
mons who went to Salt Lake City,
$1.35
ed in 1910 as amounting to 349,000
Foley Kidney Ellis contain Just the
19 acres and under 2,231; 2,038; found a desert and turned it into a
as
acres,
against 255,000 in 1900, an 193. .'
BOOKSTORES
ingredients necessary to regulate and
garden." V
AT
increase of 94,000 acres, or .37 per
20 to 49 acres, 1,475; 922; 553.
strengthen the action of vne kidneys
!
'.v?;,'...
cent.
If you want anything on earth try and bladder.
A. C. McClurg & Co., Publishers
50 to 99 acres. 808; 674; 134.
Try them yoursel' For
The improved acreage formed 28
100 to 174 acres, 2,572; 1,581; 991 a New Mex'can Want A4.
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The Wst Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Department.

N

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every,
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:

COLJAS.

W. WILLSON,

,

Superintendent.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

LET SANTA FE GET INTO GAME.
Do not forget the "Call
of New
Mexico," or "Post Card Day" on the
22nd of this month.
No town anywhere in the United States has more
attractive postcards and such a variety of them as Santa Fe; no town
has so much to advertise and so much
to attract. Some citizens have been
kind enough to mention that the summer invitation printed in the editor
ial columns of the New Mexican on
Wednesday, would be just the thing
to send out, but there is no need of
suggesting any particular production,
for the material to advertise Santa
s
Fe is abundant and
especially lend themselves to rapid handling and effective propoganda.
Says
the Albuquerque Journal:
"Amid all the huriy burly of conir
mencement and following the league
scores, let us not forget that Thursday, June 22, has been proclaimed
by the governor of New Mexico as
Post Card Day and that it devolves
upon every one in New Mexico to see
to it that the "Call of New Mexico" is
heard around the world on June 22.
Be sure to lay in that supply of
postal cards and literature; better do
it now and write them now so you
will have it off your mind and have
your stuff already to shove into the
postoffice on Thursday, June 22. Don't
put it all off until the day, for you
may be too busy then to do it.
"Each passing day shows that the
governor's proclamation has strucK
a responsive chord all over New Mexico and that bales and bales of boosting matter will go out north, east,
south and west from every postottice
in New Mexico on June 22.
The commercial clubs everywhere
have fallen in line and not only the
individuals but the organizations are
going to see that the mails are loaded. Development companies and conpost-card-

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the Intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest. ''

ONE REASON FOR PROHIBITION.
The papers and press dispatches
are full just now ylth a tragic killing
m a Denver saloon attached to a
hotel.
This time it
pened to be persons high in the gay
set, men prominent at champagne
parties and frequenters of entertain- ments given by the upper "fast" set

PESTILENCE
The, Rocky Mountain News, as is
well known, is not an advocate of prohibition or of squeamishness; it is
worldly wise and does not simper
dealing with ugly facts of hu- man nature, but the Rocky Mountain
the
News is fearless in denouncing
evil of the "tolerated" Red Light dis- trict, such as is permitted in some Xew
Mexico towns to the disgrace of the
entire commonwealth and its people.
Says the News:
"Mayor John T. West of Pueblo is
slightly excited. He is threatening to
punch folks. Some days ago, one
George J. Knapp, of the "Young Peopie's Bible society, made an address
in which he said things about Mayor
AN UNMENTIONABLE
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Fraternal Societies

"Gee! How you've aged since I
saw you last, old boy!"
MASONIC.
'Tour little girl's ears are very promMontezuma
Lodge
inent, Mrs. Throggins. I'd have them
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
treated if I were you."
Regular communi"I'll be perfectly frank with you,
cation first Monday
Mr. Jings; I'm marrying you for your
of each month at
money."
Masonic - Hall at
"The reason why I want my life in7.30.
sured is because I have heart trouH. H. DORM AN,
ble."
Master
T heard you. read your text, Dr.
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
but I slept through the
Fourthly,
Bermon.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
'I'm offering my house and lot cheap
Regular
1, R. A. M.
because this isn't a desirable
convocation second
Monday of each month
'We'll like to have you come and
at Masonic Hall at
visit us, Uncle Pete, if you'd stay only
'
7:30 n. m.
a day or two."
JOHN H. WALKER,

A

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit Transacts a fMswai kwakfog business la all Its branches.
Loans money on the tnost" lavlalerms, on all kinds ef
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets far its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
are given by any money transraiting agency public & private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or jrears' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock-anproducts. The bank
executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as la
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage ef the public Is.
respectfully solicited.
d

put the occurrence hardly deserves
tliat much prominence,
it is not exceptional.
It is dupli- cated again and again elsewhere unThere is no roeT similar settings.
mance in the happenings. It was just
an ordinary bar room murder that is
apt t0 happen in any bar room at
12.30 jn the morning, the exact time
,H. P.
Has a Big Wardrobe.
vvben the tragedy occurred at
"It's Just the way of the world, Jim," ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
and the city partnership with yer
observed Philosophic Phil. "Soma 'as
vice which Mayor West has
' .
There were four men immediately
Santa Fe CommandeO
the luck and some 'as the kicks."
in Pueblo. A Pueblo paper pub- concerned.
' They were loading up
No. 1, K. T. Regular
nodded.
Jim
He was new to the
lished a portion of Knapp's address, on drink.
,,
Vaughn, Prop.
One of them was approconclave fourth Monropes.
named Von Phul, and it
at
month
priately
in
1
each
T
"See
for
that
He
day
feller,
pur
'horstile
instance,"
call
what
tramps
in
One
Best
appropriate name f0P eVery cerns having attractive literature are sued the penniless philosopher. "My,
Masonic Hall at 7:30
went to the business manager of the
.to inaugurate a big publicim.
preparing
what
a
came
when
p.
'e
swagger! Well,
w if
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
such a time under such circumstan-'bea- t ty campaign on Post Card Day. Much' to London 'e 'adn't got a coat to his
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
his face off if anything more ol
new special advertising matter will back. Now 'e's got millions."
ces'
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Cuisine and
Large Sample
the sort were published.
"Millions!" exclaimed Jim.
There was a quarrel over a woman be prepared for the day; but the
Table Service
Boom for Com"Now the address of which the'
who had entertained main thing is to assure that every
Santa Fe Lodge ot
"Yes, millions," replied Phil sol
mercial Travelers
Unexcelled
mayor complained struck us as the in high society
over the private citizen sends a boost for New emnly.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
work of a very young man; and as two of the men, probably
occur
AcSuch
I'm
bio
land
of
and
wine-cupthe
declared
daily,
inwedi!"
'Well,
Jim,
Mexico,
sunshine and op
things
degree. Ancient
such it wrs a bit too sweeping and
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Then there was the pulling of portunity to his friends in the east or as he fastened his eyes on the swagcepted Scottish Rite of
elusive in its denunciations. When, too.
coat.
how
wonderful
is
on
and
remarkable
fur
"Whatever
meets
it
middle
revolver
Free
a
Asia
or
gerer's
west,
Masonry
said
that
Europe,
Africa,
Mayor
for example, Knapp
can 'e do with 'em all?" Answers.
the third Monday of each month
"West was never faithful to anyone or often men who frequent bar rooms on Thursday, June 22. It is the indi
on vidual citi'en who is going to make
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
anything, he exaggerated. We have at such time of night, have guns
side of Plaza.
Masonic Hall, south
this day the biggest success
ever
known Maqor West to be faithful to them.
Why He Kicked.
124126
Two Blocks From Depot
"See here, you told me when I Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
the Denver city hall machine for as
There were several flashes and known in the history of New Mexico
Montezuma Ave.
One Block West ot Capitol
bought that stock yesterday you had dially invited to attend.
much as a week or ten days. Also, Von pnui fen mortally wounded. Two boosting."
S. SPITZ, 3J
a pointer that it was going to rise.
we think Pueblo is no worse than most others, who had no part in the quar- TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
Here it is, down four points."
Venerable Master.
IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT.
cities in the matter of which Knapp rel Dut wft0 might have done better
Idaho's total farm values are
'Yes, I see. But the stock you want HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
HANDSOME ROOMS
complains, and that his invectives - j,ad tney heen elsewhere at such
more than twice those of New ed to buy is down ten points.
What
would have been fairer had they con- hour ot njght, also received bullets
Secretary.
are
about?"
clause.
ATTRACTIVE DINING
you
AMERICAN OR
kicking
One of them, Mexico, and five times jthose of Ariziin their anatomy.
tained this'saving
p. o. e.
"But the central count in Knapp's a weaithy and prominent mining man, ona. According to a census bulletin "What am I kicking about? Tm
a
ROOM-Go- od
Service.
EUROPEAN PLAN
The issued today this is due to the great kicking because you didn't have the
Santa Fe Lodge No.
indictment of Mayor West is TRUE. died o bis w0lm(j yesterday.
holds
B.
P.
E.
That central count is that the city of man wno
O.
the shooting, prominent, irrigation development of that state manhood to throw me out of your
460,
its regular session on
Pueblo, under the guidance of Mayor too is facing the charge of murder. which is smaller in area than New blamed old bucket shop."
with
,
occur-viceMexico, has less population and less
the second and fourth
A jg cjty ig arouse(i over the
West, has gone into partnership
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
But Idaho has
and turned the tenderloin into rence
Unsafe.
nomes have been desolated, favorable climate.
Wednesday of each
a municipal treasury. The magnin- and ye the whole thing is just what the advantage of having its irrigation
Warden So you moved No. 128.
month. Visiting broth,
cent work of former police magistrate
l d to eXTect at such interests developed only lately, and What's the matter? He seemed to be
ers are invited and
Ed F. Chambers has been reversed ;
welcome.
of njghtj ia sucb place under it has not been hampered by hoary very quiet and docile.
and the old, vicious, degrading system - Such circumstances among men of traditions, customs and laws that fet
Assistant I was afraid he'd tear
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
wornon
the
of levying monthly 'fines'
The raorai js simple, it is tered irrigation development in New the jail down. You see, I learned that J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
tha(. Wnd
an of the under world has been
underst0od and helps to roll up Mexico, nor has it suffered such limi be was graduated in the' same college
Secretary.
in places tations of the use of waters as the class as No. 129 and that they were
sumed. Once more, the city of Pueblo Prohibition majorities
nas appointed a chief pander to go whre p0ple never suspected
that Reclamation Service has inflicted up- planning a reunion for tonight. Puck.
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
on this unfortunate territory, in which
among the women of the night, and prohibition sentiments existed,
tell them that the city wants a share , J( galoon keepers were wise, they all private reclamation enterprises on
A NOVELTY.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
In the wages of their shame.
would and coui,i prevent just such the Rio Grande have been fought and
disgraceful occurrences.
"Of all the wretched,
They would enforce hampered and forbidden by the paThirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
firntprtinti lesislation ternalistic federal government. Idaho
subterfuges of American cities, tnis.
well lighted and ventilated,
'fine' system is the worst. In effect, it.
Independent Order of Beavers.
compelled them to close up at has 16,012 irrigated farms and the
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
uauc
ones:
savs to the taiien
iour
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
midnieht: that would prevent the acreage irrigated is 1,428,000 acres,
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.
is, prohibited by law, but I will let you sale of
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
liquor to men who are known or as much as is in cultivation in
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DINING
THOS. DORAN
or
break the law for a consideration, to
four
times
Mexico
Broth
New
and
would
first
third
punish
Friday. Visiting
that
altogether,
must support me, the city, as well as swiftly the carrying of a weapon; that the acreage under irrigation in New
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$3.00 A DAY
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so Mexico.
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yourself. I will take a share of the
the
completed
projects
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regulate
1
of vour
disgrace; and in re- that it could not be said with truth in Idaho, almost a million
more
President
r
There are
C. J. NE1S,
test jaw defying acres may be irrigated.
turn, I will let the police officials graft
he
.
13,000 miles of ditches and 3,081 in
irom you as muv-'institution in the land today,
Secretary.
the side. You shall he a pillar of the
.g expecting t00 mucn from dependent irrigation enterprises. The
likewise
shall
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you
public treasury;
F. W. FARMER
liuman nature and in consequence the total cost of irrigation systems is $40,be an outlaw, whom everyone is,
be repeated a 983,682 and the average cost per acre
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t
fan-licensed to rob. You shall pay
d times b one way or another under them $17.18, while the average
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2879.
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G. LIPE HERRERA, Prop.
unwary boy, and you may pick the thirst parlors.
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per cent, being today $41.63 per acre,
Hall. H. Foreman,
alas against less than $10 per acre In
pockets of the drunk provided
C. G. Richie, Cor.
New Mexico.
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Nothing
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self a walking pestilence if you pay.
water
rf cd of a new irrigation code in New
in New Mexico is .that of
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do not apply to present day con
A Stupid Cuss.,
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He kissed her on the chin
Spring,
as for this beating of faces, why, if to a systematic distribution that will with changed conditions, retaining the
It Is worse nan useless to take any
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He kissed her there again
Mayor West means to try that on all follow public highways rather than: spirit of justice and liberty.
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general and more permanent than in That is the attitude of Democracy j disarmament in every sense of the
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Arizona where mines and smelters everywhere toward, ita own leaders word. There ought to be a clean up
"These bright newspaper boys are ther esult of correct living and good
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L. Ortiz has gone to Willard,
Torrance county.
Mrs. E. C. Smith, a tourist of New
York,' is at the Palace.
Attorney H. C. Allen nf Tlpnvpr is
here on legal business.
C. J. Wellnian is a siehtsoer from
Boston registered at the Montezuma.
Page B. Otero.
She formerly
M. H. Dearstyne, the well known lived at Santa Fe.
W. H. Dearstyne of Denver
paper salesman is here from Denver.;
M. R. Nestor, who sells stationery, fining me meters Paiier
company,
and travels out of St. Louis, is at the blew in last evening from Las Vegas
on
one of his frequent
palace. .
periodica!
..F. J. Holmes, the well known flour trips.
, rt .
.
.
salesmanof Los Angeles, is at the Otio' Colicmian T,
otriiium
Jofin
Palace.
K. S. Walter and Antonii. spitz,
mih if,
is vis- - th,a afternoon on a four days cumnine
Harry Altera, of Abilene.-Kas.- .
King1 Ms' brother, iir.i Stfeitt at Sun-- j trip t0 the headwaters of the Santa
Fe.
;
mount Sanatorium.
Governor
h.
Bradford
Attorney Singleton who has been' Form?r
spending some time in Santa Fe left Pnnce returned at noon today from
Denvr after a conference in that city
last evening for Chicago.
i
with those interested in tlit. i.a mm
Miss Alice Atkinson and Mrs.
have returned home from Chlor- - Irrigating ditch between Velarde and
Alcalde.
He made 111) flrtilrccs IVnri.
iwc nuic iticj via.ivu menus.
Mrs. Thayer and Miss. Thayer of nesday evening at the ommencement
Roswell, arrived in the city today and exerc'Kes at Wolfe Hull nt which
Blsnoi Olmsted presided and Presi- will leave tomorrow for Denver.
District Clerk Edward L. Safford is ent hloan ot Colorado College
back tonight from Taos aresse(l the graduates. New Mexico
is ahva's represented among the
where he has been attending court,
Commissioner R P. Krvien ents at tnis well known institution.
and family have taken possession of:
the X. Salmon house on Manhattan REPORT OF TAX COLLECTIONS.
avenue.
(Continued From Pago One.)
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ond Mr. Martinez made a very credi- table allowing among his fallow stu
dents, graduating with high honors.
He will remain In Santa Fe a week
or two and then will proceed to Taos
to siend the summer.
Captain E. P. Bujac has returned to
Carlsbad from the federal maneuvers
at San Diego,, California.
Miss Perea arrived here from Los
Angeles and will visit with her sister,
Mrs.

PERSONAL MENTION

M.

39.9.

Socorro. $427.92; $10,69G.7S; 49.2
Taos, $68.39; $3,695.40; 49.2.v

Torrance, $1S0.26; $3,743.39; 30.1.
"
I'nion. $149.38; $1Q,518.29; 41.1.
Calencia, $48.60; $6,833.87; 45.4.
Totals, $11,035.69; $273,009.92; 4;.2.
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
LEADS TO SUICIDE.

j

Prominent California
Manufacture,
and Capitalist Takes His Own
i
Life at Chicago.
'j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, III., juue 2. Herbert Kull-- '
man, president of the Knllman
I ompany tanners of
Benica, Calif.,
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of
Santa Fe,
and
president of the Water Company
act
not
to
"
Negligee
are
one and one-haapply
at
any
whose
the
Mich.,
person
miles from depot
sightseers registered
supplying that city, committed suicide
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At the End
I of the Story I
I

By NELLIE CRAVET CIllMORE

I

LiUJraJ--

You mustn't do

;

rreM.)

it.

Dore your-

"Of

course

pig-tail-

she was

It

"No, no!
would mean certain death!"
Vandiver paused involuntarily. He
gazed at the girl In astonishment. A
'Whimsical, smile twisted his lips.
"And if it did?" he questioned curiously.
Phoebe Driscoll flushed painfully.
The stranger's cynicism startled her
The
Into sudden
hardness of his eyes, the lines of unconcealed bitterness about the mouth
the man's whole air of reckless des
peration gave her an unpleasant shock.
But the excitement and confusion incident to the fire swept aside all minor
considerations. The building was
likely to totter and crumble any second, and the shouts of the firemen mins
gling with women's terrified
and the deeper and more calm
voices of the men, lent weird horror
to the tragic scene.
Vandiver made no second attempt to
plunge into the burning house. As a
matter of fact, word had just been
passed that Barton's child was safe,
and there was no need of it But he
stood quite still where he was, at a
safe distance from the conflagration,
and to his surprise experienced a certain, subtle emotion at the consciousness of the small brown hand still resting on his coat sleeve.
All at once Phoebe came to herself.
With a little gesture of embarrassment
she withdrew her fingers from their
resting nlace and turned away. She
was
and the high wind

not

-

I love

a

love-story.- "

"But this one has a very bad ending "
"Perhaps we can change that," she
suggested with a touch of levity. '
"Her name was Dolly," he began,
"and I loved her from the time she
wore

(Copyright, WU, by AMOcUttod
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married.

and pinafores!

s

18, we became engaged

When
to be

She went abroad and
started west for a little Toughing' to
offset her 'abundant polish' as we
laughingly phrased it After a few
months it became noised about that I
had lost heavily through unfortunate
investments, and that instead of being
a man with an independent income,
I was next to penniless.
The rumor
was absolutely untrue, but It reached
her ears and a week later I had her
letter telling me that she had found
that she did not love me after all.
Of course she did not dream that I
knew the reason, but I did and that
was what stung.
I was like a crazy
man for a week. Afterward I settled
down to stony despair. But the eating misery of my heart would not let
me rest and soon I took a different
tack. I plunged Into everything, going from bad to worse, till I had just
about reached the point of sheer des
peration. I not only didn't care whether I lived or died I wanted to die.
That is why
"Tried to rush Into that blazing
1

His Quest
By DOROTHY

DOUGLAS

(Copyright, t9llt ,y Associated Literacy Press.)

David Ross paced slowly toward the
end of the platform. It was midnight
and the theater crowds were packing
the uptown train at
Forty-secon-

d

street

Suddenly a woman's cry rent the
air. Laughter and tragedy mingled
in the cry and after a startled silence
her voice trembled over the the surging, voiceless crowd.
"toy slipper Dick! It's gone down

through that crack!"

.......c ui uiui u mfc t upon v.
many a feminine eye lingered. Just
before leaving his apartment Ross had
slipped the golden pump into the
pocket of his great top coat. He never knew just what prompted his action.
David Ross was a conspicuous figure in the wonderfully costumed asHe had danced several
semblage.
figures of the cotillion and always
with the pleasurable uncertainty of
his partner's Identity. His partner in
the seventh figure was a golden butterfly, and the girl seemed in reality
to float about with the great diaphanous wings which were attached to
her bare arms. When Ross attempted
to encircle her with his arm for a
waltz he became entangled in the
gauzy folds.
"You will have to come under my
wing," laughed the girl in a voice
that was music. She raised her arm
and David drew her to him. They
danced in perfect rhythm.
During the figure, each girl was
expected to kick off one of her slippers, then escaping from her partner,
find a seat and there wait until she
should be reclaimed.
The men seeing
a floor full of slippers, each picked
up one. Then the hunt for a hundred Cinderellas began.
David Ross, because golden slippers
seemed ever to be his Fate, picked up
one of that color.
All about the huge ballroom David
searched for a feminine foot encased
in gold. He found many of that hue,
but all had beads or bows,, or were
of a different cut. Last but always
having had her in mind he approached the girl with whom he had been
dancing the golden butterfly girl.
" the silver Knight knelt
"May I
beside the butterfly girl "try on

STAR

I"

foot-gea-

bare-heade- d

hay-stac- k

that"

half-tende- r,

half-snee-

.

-

'

1

SPEED DEMON

IS

WANTS
FOR RENT Six roomed house,
or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.

fur-r.lsh-

rffS)

The crowd, happy. Irresponsible,
laughed and continued to laugh when
the girl's escort, with quick presence
of mind, picked up the slipperless
girl and carried her into the train.
"Step lively! Watch the step!"
The gates slammed shut and the
train moved off.
David Ross strolled over to the edge
of the platform where the incident
had taken place. Quick as a flash he
was down on the track level and back
on the platform. So quick was his
manoeuver that It passed unnoticed.
He strolled to the far end of the stahouse!"
tion and with his back turned to
"Yes."
chance observers drew his hand, with
Phoebe turned her head slowly and its contents, from his pocket.
He
at a woman's
permitted her gaze to meet his frank- gazed whimsically
ly. "Maybe maybe you're not exact- bronze pump; on the toe was an exly fair to to Dolly," she said. "She quisitely wrought butterfly of semiprobably didn't know"
precious stones.
"She had the papers regularly. I
"Neither large nor small," David
didn't permit the report to be cor- Ross mused running his fingers into
rected in the press."
the slipper, "but soft and warm. Sil- this?"
The girl made no reply for several ly little
"Yes, but you see it does not
r
for the middle of
match mine." The girl put out her
minutes. At last she said: "I'm sorry, winter."
hair into a It must be very terrible for you.
Ross thrust the slipper into his other foot and David Ross started.
had tossed her loosely-don- e
The girl's voice went on. "I think
cataract of gold over her shoulders. But I wouldn't give up. There are pocket and boarded his train. All the
Her eyes, wide and blue and ingenu- lots of ways to be happy in the world way uptown he was conscious of a every prince in the room has tried to
fit his slipper on my foot, but someeven with a broken heart."
ous, bore a distinctly frightened look
deep interest in the owner of the
That sounds contradictory, doesn't bronze pump. Yet it seemed more how the mate seems lost."
as she hurried through the crowds to
"I think I can help you," Ross was
or less like hunting for a needle in a
her own gate. As she laid her hand it?"
'Happy in other ways," she said
on the latch, It came in sudden coneven to contemplate the on his feet," if you will wait only a
moment will you?" He bent over the
tact with another hand bigger and thoughtfully, "less selfish."
finding of the girl who was someVandiver grunted. He turned and where in the
girl trying to get a glimpse of her
own.
her
warmer
than
and
"Somestronger
metropolis.
looked quickly into her pink, averted where" was a big
trifle indefinite but Da- eyes through the mask.
"May J open it for you? Since you face.
"Yes I'll wait."
There were other ways.
vid Ross set his face into hard lines
were so good as to save my worthless
A month passed, two three. And
Ross went swiftly to the cloak
life awhile ago you might at least
and determined to find the owner of
room and from the pocket of his coat
mit me to perform the trifling ser- despite the fact that Robert Vandiver the slipper.
had come to the little village of GreenAs he
vice"
There was but one point in his fa extracted a bronze pump.
cove for a fortnight's prospecting, he
vor and that was the value of the turned to the ballroom he thought he
Phoebe gulped. "You you are very still
His face had lost its shoe itself.
saw a familiar black-facelingered.
mammy
The stones of the butter
kind," she faltered, "thank you."
old despondency. ' There was a less
near the entrance to the woman's
were
not
beads
the
of
fly
the
that
met
those
Her eyes
stranger. hardened expression in the keen grey
ordinary
cloak
room.
She crimsoned quickly. He was head eyes and the lines about his mouth decorate all fancy slippers but were
True to her word, the golden butof sufficient worth to suggest that the
and shoulder above the average village had
disappeared.
owner would have a desire to reclaim terfly had remained where he had left
boy in point of looks and manner, and
One day Phoebe met htm on the
her.
The silver Knight again knelt
the footwear.
the girl's discriminating judgment depostoffice steps.
cided it unhesitatingly. The next inArrived in his apartment David beside her and it was with trembling
had
"I've
a
he
said.
just
letter,"
Ross placed the slipper on the corner fingers that he placed on her foot
stant she hated herself for her femSomething in his face, in the tone
inine weakness in yielding to such a of his voice in the
of his chiffonier. That one small ar the slipper he had held for so many
very atmosphere
weeks.
thought. Accordingly, her next words seemed to let the light in on her ticle of feminine attire changed the
"Come, Cinderella!" David's tone
were rather curt
room.
of
Ross
entire
the
atmosphere
mind.
smiled whimsically and wished that was light, but the manner in which
"Good night," she said. "It's late,
"From " she paused.
his arm held her during the remainder
and I must be hurrying in."
"Yes," he said, grimly, "from Dolly." there might be a girl in his life whose of the waltz spoke in many voices.
Vandiver had purposely barred her
Some of the pretty color vanished slippers belonged all over his room The
girl was strangely silent
if she wanted them there.
In his
way, but at the abrupt dismissal he from Phoebe's cheeks.
Is the mate to this slipper,"
"Where
ho
a
head
of
hair
that
with
his
fancy
pictured
She reaches New York on Wednes
stepped aside, following her
he
asked,
holding up the one which
his
would
like
under
the
gleam
lamp
eyes till she hat1 disappeared within day at three. She wants me to meet
bronze of that slipper and he could he had taken from the floor.
the door of her home.
her."
"1 I put it in the conservatory."
He turned' off down the street, and with
Phoebe forced a smile. They had imagine the traily part of her dull
"Shall we look for it? Supper and
a careless glance toward the rapidly been excellent friends indeed. They gold gown where in moments of rashfollow this figure come!"
unmasking
of
a
toes
ness
out.
the
crowds
slipper peeked
and the smoking had spent numberless pleasant hours
diminishing
David took out his note book and "Shall I get Dick to introduce us?"
ruins of the house, suddenly drew his together in the congenial interchange
the girl's voice held a hint at misblack brows together in deep thought of admirably blended opinions.
But worded an advertisement He would
He wondered what the girl's name was, now he was going! After what must have It inserted in every New York chief. "Then you are Dick Holden's
David
where she had come from, and have been, in spite of all, empty paper. The type should be large and sister? and my hostess?"
it would remain In the "Lost and Ross began to understand the clever
what she might be like under more months, he was going to his happilittle plot that had been arranged for
conventional conditions, why she had ness! And somehow, she must seem Found" column until something hap
pened. When the advertisement was his benefit
betrayed so much concern over his glad for him.
"Yes, Mr. David Ross. Dicky was
i
recent danger.
I was sure it would all come out worded to his satisfaction David Ross
And when at midnight, he fitted the right in the end," she told him, gen- retired with feelings akin to those of rather Indignant at the treatment my
old black mammy had received and
key in the latch of his door, he had tly. "Clouds will break up sometime. a Prince Charming of the Golden Slip went
When he saw
up to investigate.
Mb
is
But
but today
mind to have the
Wednesday and per.
'ully made up
"
Two evenings later, David's reading your name on the door plate
nswer.
it's past ten. There's a train that
"
now
"I
see
except
everything
in exactly nine was disturbed. His valet had ushered
Two days later, apparently by acci-en- t, leaves Greencove
"Except whether or not I am prefr
but entirely by design or strategy minutes, for New York. You can just in a large, colored mammy who held
down her part of the floor with ty?" laughed the girl.
t
Robert Vandiver secured a formal in catch
"No, that is not It I have always
at her uneasy feet.
Vandiver was looking
troduction to Miss Phoebe Driscoll.
I done called for the slipper. My pictured you as having the kind of
halfOutwardly restrained, in some faint very hard and with
hair that will sparkle and gleam unintangible way, she seemed to re quizzical expression trembling about Missy she said to give you this,' der a
"
lamp
Black
his
out
held
a
mammy
lips.
to
the
grudgingly
eager, underlyspond instantly
mask the eyes of the
Beneath
the
he
bill.
ten
want
I
don't
"But
dollar
of
that,"
interrupt
ing element
personal interest Van
David Ross thought quickly.
He butterfly girl grew wide. That so natdiver was at no pains to hide. And ed her. "I'd prefer something else.1
"The roads aren't very good be- knew that if he relinquished the slip urally spoken "will" had sent the blood
at the earliest opportunity, he man
to every part of her being, but
aged to draw her away from the rest tween here and New York. I believe per in this way it would be the end rushing
of the party so that he might talk the train will make better time than a of the affair. The girl's maid would she did not speak.
"
and eyes that are big brown
return It to her mistress and the in
to her alone.
Usually undemonstra motor"
"
shadows
a
except when
he
close.
"I
want
would
in
don't
cident
That
nev
would
motor,"
again
he startled
tive, almost
Unmask!
"Unmask!
Unmask!"
her by breaking at once into the sub terposed. She had started down the er do. David Ross turned and ad
A sonorous voice vibrated through
steps. He matched his step with hers dressed his visitor.
ject uppermost in bis mind.
I am very sorry but you have giv the rooms.
"Would you mind telling me, Miss and the hand that supported her elbow
The heart of David Ross beat quickDriscoll," he began, curiously, Vwhy it was a trifle unsteady. "I look here, en me no proof that your mistress is
ly as he saw the butterfly girl's Anwas you wanted to keep me out of Phoebe," he broke out abruptly, "you the rightful owner of the slipper."
Black Mammy's
righteous wrath gers go up toward her mask. They
that burning house
the ' other know what it is I do want, don't you?'
Phoebe shook her head.
arose. "Haven t I done put dem gold trembled and David leaned forward.
night?"
Vandiver didn't go to New York. But slippers on my missy's feet fo' six
"Permit me." With steady fingers
Phoebe drew a silk scarf closer
he unhooked the fuzzy, velvety headmonths now!"
about her shoulders, knotted it, smiled he got his wish.
Ross turned to hide his smile.
gear and It fell back.
and looked up.
Their eyes met quickly; hers held
"But my good woman, that does not
The Difference.
"You are a human being," she said,
where, far In their
Vandiver experienced a sensation ol
Representative Macon, at a dinner prove anything to me. Your mistress dark shadows, save
may or may not have lost this particdepths, a fire was kindling.
But he caught him- in Washington, condemned faking.
, Inward collapse.
After a moment David spoke.
"An explorer especially should not ular shoe. I will not give it up until
self together sharply. After all, what
- fitted upon the foot
"Come," he said drawing her arm
see
I
it
said.
properl,he
adven
fake,"
had he expected her to say?
"Explorers'
close to his side.
to which it belongs."
"You didn't care about witnessing a tures are so incredible anyway,
The woman's Indignant protests as
They passed under the big chandeleh?" he laughed awk- - one of them takes to faking, how we
cremation,
she turned back, with muttered im- ier and the girl glanced up to catch
believe the rest?
wardly.
"In fact, the difference between the precations against all white trash bis expression.
"Certainly not."
"Is it?" she asked half seriously.
"I was feeling pretty down and out true and the fake explorer it very amused Ross.
David's eyes caressed the gleaming
He sank back In his chair and rethat night To tell you the truth, I hard to distinguish. It'a like the dif
didn't care a hang whether I ever ference between economy and vaga viewed the affair. Even if he should hair and then looked down to where
meet the girl now, would she ever two slippers peeped, turn about, from
came out alive or not"
bondage.
who
man
on
lives
"The
The girl shuddered.
almost
fcrgive him for having treated her butterfly gauzes.
"Isn't it Just a
maid .. so
"Far, far mora beautiful," said Dabit wicked to talk that way-- ?
barbarously?
You nothing, you know, Is an economist, personal
were in trouble?"
while the man who lives on nothing Couldn't he at least have sent a polite vid.
little note stating that he desired to
"The worst sort I'm what you'd is a tram'p."
see the mate to the slipper before
NEPENTHE.
call a failure. I've squandered every
MELODRAMATIC.
decent opportunity of my life. I've
giving up his own.
When a week bad passed and Dabeen everywhere,
had everything, When sorrows gloom and troubles gripe
Philosophers cling to the pipe.
vid Ross bad heard not a word from
known all sorts of people. I've been
the owner, he concluded that he had
In love." The last words came with a They strike a
hoist
and
their
feet
light
r.
made a perfect botch of the whole afHe led the girl to Ana puff and pud till joy complete
little
fair. Still as the evenings wore on
a seat under one of the willows and
make amends for fell mishap,'
he continued to dream dreams while
drew her down beBlde him. "May I Doth
Plans gone astray, misfortune'! rap.
the slipper held its own on the cortell you the story sometime?" he. askAnd while the smoke wreaths lightly curl. ner of his chiffonier.
ed her eagerly.
uv BBcaeton a re am or. a sin.
It wa- - during the month of Febru
"Any time," she replied.
"I don't want to make a nuisance of The marrlad wlfftira Anum nt tha A
ary that Ross found among his mall
a letter from an oia college chum.
But if you knew how I've When they were tree and wondrous s-myself.
"Dear Roes:
longed to have somebody to talk to! Thuswtae Nlcotla'i
oharm
"I jlearn from Jimmy Holden that
After all, knowing a person is more Contrive, a cheer lesssoothing
world to warm
a matter of temperament than time
you are located in the east now. We
And brings a measure of content
are awing a masquerade cotillion on
; and somehow I f eel as though I'd
chape who can not raise the rent
and want yon to
the twenty-sevent- h
known you for years."
join us.' Why couldn't yon have let
A slow flush crept up to Phoebe't Tet, seldom frown, so long aa they
fellow know you were in town? Hope
n All a Din ami. our mmm..
I temples.
And wasn't the
Oddly enough, she conMiss Vassarward
to see you soon. Am Inclosing an inIfeased to herself, she had felt the same
awfully, awfully provoked
,
professor
Befitting.
'':,'"Fate doesn't always play cruel vitation.
regard to Vandiver. But she doubtwhen he caught you in the very act
"Sincerely yours,
ed the propriety of admitting It to incas on mortals. '
of painting his door with nasty, black,
"DICK
BLACKSTONE."
him.
tar?
"Nor
sticky
X
'
"Will
go?"
A couple sauntered past and the girl
"The man who Invented 'Plga In
Yaleton I guess he was pretty mad
Ross
did
David
not
question himself
regarded her and the good looking, Clover' died in clover."
It He told me to never darken
a second time. He realised suddenly about
cynical stranger with suspicious eyes.
door
his
again!
that bis life in the big metropolis bad
Phoebe bit her lip and said, almost
or
Evened
void
been
Intercourse.
social
Up.
deflsntly and loud enough for the othAlas and Alack!
Father I don't think much of that
Upon the night of the twenty-sevent- h
ers to hear:
Rom rigged himself out in a suit Although the maid Is fair to
"If yon wish, you may tell me now." i young Sinking who calls to sea rem,
And worth a lover's alshs,
of spangled armor. The gray steel Her
My hands will never be
A4ntt.at jsialQS 1USS... .
utter-lance-

PLAYER

BALL

FOR SALE

US

Seven

room

house,

bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. IMC Montezuma avenue.
LOST Chlhuanua Pog on Satu-a- y
night from 431 San Francisco feu
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive
reward.
NOTICE.
bills due Eugenio Romero for
account of the lumber, coal and wood
yard at Santa Fe, up to and including
May :;i, isii, are payable to Thomas
P. Delirado.
All

vt

lit

'

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
iand rented. Standard makes handled.
Aii repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.

-

JTLSLIC

SCRIP

LAN'D

Scrip will

ipass title to government land without
ttlenirnt, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner.
By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dangerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S.
210 Fleming Bidg., Phoenix,
of

Hll-dret- h,

Ty Cobb, champion batsman of the American league for the season
Arizona.
1910 and star outfielder with the Detroit Tigers, wears the smile of a
car
at
the Indianapolis
speed demon as he sits at the wheel of a big racing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
motor speedway. Cobb made several fast drives while he was at Indianapo(Coal Land.)
lis recently and proved beyond a doubt that he can handle an automobile
Department of the interior,
wheel as well as a baseball bat.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
PACKEY M'FARLAND
IS FAST ADVICE TO EXCITABLE FANS
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
So Says "Young Griffo," Who Saw Chi- Series of "Don'ts" That May Be Ap- Apri! in, 1906, made homestead entry
No.
for SW
NW
NE
cago Boy Trim Owen Moran of
plied to Rooters of All Classes
In Any City.
N.
cE
SW
section 5,
England in New York.
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
A
sturdy-lookinWith the baseball pennant races Meridian, has filed notice of intention
fellow
was Introduced to the crowd at a local finally cut loose the fans in every city to make final five year proof, to esboxing club the other night as "the and town that is represented by teams tablish claim to the land above de
boxer ever of diamond experts are ready for an- scribed, before register or receiver, U.
greatest lightweight
known."
Before his name was an- other strenuous campaign. The base- S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
nounced veteran ring followers recog- ball solons have framed many-rulethe 6th day of July 1911.
nized Albert Griffiths, better known as governing the national pastime, but
Claimant names as witnesses:
Young Griffo, of Australia, who has they have never seen fit to give words
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanlslao Pena,
of
a
advice
to the rooters who keep the Agustin Montoya, and Joae Ortiz y
traveled rocky road since his retirement from tbe ring a dozen years ago. sport alive with the money passed into
Pino, all of Galisteo. N. M.
Griffo is taking some care of his the box office windows. Fandom inMANUEL R. OTERO,
health nowadays and hasn't tasted in- cludes all classes of citizens and in orRegister.
der to keep them in check the foltoxicants for more than a year.
Griffo saw Packey McFarland trim lowing warnings have been framed by
Notice for Publication.
Owen Moran and was enthusiastic a person who knows something about
of the Interior,
Department
over the wonderful little Chicago the unbridled enthusiasm of those who
Coal Land.
follow the fortunes of their favorite
fighter.
May 4, 1911,
"McFarland is about the fastest man teams:
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pin- a
I've ever seen," exclaimed the AusDon't roast players for making erDelgado de Gonzales, of Santa
tralian after the bout. "He's got a rors.
N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
great head and knows more about real
Don't shout words of advice to the Fe,
made homestead entry. No.
boxing than any of the lightweights of players.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
NW.
Don't pan the manager when his
Sec.
NE.
Sec. 5,
4, SE.
team loses.
Don't try to climb over the fence Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
with new clothes on.
Don't go home angry in the hour of to make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above dedefeat. Laugh and be merry.
Don't eat more than six bags of pea- scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
nuts unless your team is losing.
Don't elbow your neighbor and step on the 6th day of July, 1911.
on his corns unless he's a cripple.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Don't try to explain the game to a
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanlslao Pena.
woman while other men are listening. Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y
Pino,
Don't indulge in open abuse of visit- all of Galisteo, N. M.
ing players so that they can get at
MANUEL R. OTERO,
you.
, Register.
Don't call the umpire a robber because you hear others applying this
Notice for kunlicatloi .
name.
of the Interior, '
Don't pan the team when the man- Department
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
ager's errors of judgment are to
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
blame.
April 27, 1911.
Don't pocket foul balls while the
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran
sleuths are looking squarely in your
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
direction.
Don't try to score a game unless who, on April is, 1906, made homefor SE
you know the difference between a stead entry, No.
Section 32, Township 16 N..
run and an error.
Don't put the lighted end of a cigar Range H E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
into your mouth when your favorite filed notice of Intention to make Fir
nal
knocks out a four bagger.
proof, to establish claim
Don't throw cushions or pop bot- to the land above described, before
tles at the umpire or the visiting play- Kegister or Receiver of tie U. S.
ers unless you are hidden from view. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.. on
Packey McFarland.
Don't try to Identify the players for the 23rd day of June, 1911.
the present day. The strongest point the benefit
of the unsophisticated unClaimant names as witness: Jesus
I noticed was his speedy footwork. He less
you are absolutely sure of your Gonzales y hoybal. Tiburcio Mnn- was all over the ring, in and out, and
.,
..:
,, . .
t
ground.
.c:niuiuei uruz, ail oi lilorieta.
he would have puzzled' any man. I
Don't root for the visiting team un wja,
and
M.,
Jose
Martinez, of Santa Fe,
am sure that Packey would have held less
you are Isolated In the grana-stanM.
bis own with tbe lightweights I used
and you can't speak above a
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to box. That Is to say, he would have whisper.
Register.
outpointed a lot of them and would
Don't show how little you knov
have stalled oft the others.
about Inside ball by telling your neigh"I remember Kid Lavigne when he bor
why such and such a play didn't TIMETABLE ALL
was champion. I boxed a twenty-fivround draw with him once and had no go through.
LOCAL TRAINS
and throw your hat In
trouble in blocking his attack. But theDon't cheer
when a home player knocks
air
Lavigne wasn't as fast as McFarland the ball over the fence a foot
The following are the time tables
outside
In getting around the ring. He rushed
of the local railroads:
foul line.
the
all the time and tried to land a knockDon't throw newspapers or other Letve
out blow, paying very little attention
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westto the defensive part of the game. He missiles at persons who come in late
No. 10 eastbound.
find
seats
bound,
and
can't
unless
are
they
never could be called a boxer, and in
Returning arrive U SanU Fe 12:10
the case of Frank Erne, who won the small and timid.
Don't roast the umpire when he P. m.
title from him, I believe Lavlgne's de4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westfeat was due to this reason. Erne calls a strike on a ball that passes
over
of
middle
the
rebound.
the
and
s
plate
was a
but
he
wasn't
boxer,
Returning arrive at SanU Fe, 6:30
a hard hitter, not so hard as McFar- tires your hero to the bench.
p. m.
land, and Packey cannot be called a
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
slugger."
Notre Dame Star to Coach.
Howard Edwards, captain and tackle 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound,
Tannehlll Gets Release.
Returning arr'v at Santa Fe ll:l
on the Notre Dame western champion
Jesse Tannehlll, the veteran major football team of 1909, will coach the p. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.
league pitcher, who tried to "come University of West Virginia squad
back" with the Cincinnati Reds, has this year.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
asked for and obtained his uncondiArrive 'i: 35 p. m. from north.
"Rosy" Dolan,
guard the
tional release. He will sign with the same
New Mexico Central Ry.
year, will coach Oregon univerRochester club, champions of the sity again this fall. "Red" Miller will
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with' No.
I
Eastern league.
coach Creighton university next year. 2 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Two more baseball games have been
Rusle Gets
added to the Notre Dame baseball from No. 3 east.
Job.
e
Amos Rusie, the
famous schedule. Manager Hope has secured
baseball pitcher, has been engaged as a game with the Kelo university team
Herewith are some bargains offered
ticket taker at the gate of the Seattle of Japan for June 6, and Georgetown b" the New Mexican Printing combaseball park of the Northwestern university of Washington, D. C, June pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
10.
league. -- - Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
1
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
The Next Best
Tangible Result
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Coda
"The doctor told Tupper he ought
"One ought to look forward with
to take calisthenics every day to de- prudence to the future, my daughter. Pleadings, $6; the two for 110.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
velop his arms and shoulders."
Have you anything on hand in connec- of New
Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903,
"What did Tupper dor1
tion with your approaching marEnglish and Spanish pamphlets, 92.25?
"Ha compromised by eating spaghet- riage?"
full leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible
ti every day for lunch."
"Sure. A diamond engagement ring."
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, 1.35;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Haarl Heart
His Favorite Horn.
Court Reports, Noa
Surreme
"What post reminds us of green
Bacon What is your favorite horn
3 and 10 inclusive, S3.30 each. Com
cucumbers?" asked the man who was
cornet, trumpet or trombone?
pilation Corporation Lairs, 76 c Comalways handing out conundrums. Then,
like
shoeI
the
Well,
Egbert
really,
without waiting for anyone to guess, horn better than
Money's
Mining Laws, 0
pilation
of
those.
It
any
be hastened to add "Akenside."
Reports, full1
Digest of New
doesn't make a noise, you know.After which he laughed heartily.
sheep, IW0; full list school blanks.
Yonkers lUtMniM.
"2U-073S-
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no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no.

THE

j

Phone No. 4.

UNEXCELLED

F. Andrews

J

Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
at Goebels.
fight pictures at the
Elks' tonight.
See the White Man's hope in action
at the Elks' tonight.
27 in,
Beautiful Pongee-Tussah3S cents. Goebel's.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 188, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Leave Your Orders for expert piano
tuning with the Santa Fe Trail Curio
Company, Phone Red 53.
Sale of Residence
Property R. H.
MeKenzie has sold his modern brick
residence on Capitol Hill to A. L.
Grimshaw.
Back sounds
good AnMoney
drews, the Grocer says so in his advertisement. Look it up.
Carried a Pistol Alberto Marmale-jwas arrested at El Paso for carrying a pistol.
Have you tried the famous Fischer
Drug Company's Hand Made Guaranteed Havana Filler 5 cent cigar.
Florencio
Swindled
Storekeeper
Trujillo, Agapito Lopez and Manuel
Trigo are under arrest at El Paso for
swindling a haberdasher out of a hat.
Morris-Schrec-

QUALITY

X

j

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
HARRINGTON
HALL and WHITE
CUP

N. M.,

X
not much change in tempera- - X
X
ture.

Guaranteed

MRS. RORER'S

UP.

June 2.
For New Mexico Fair weath
er tonight and Saturday with
Santa Fe,

COFFEES
Class

ROUND

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

k

j

I

i

o

Amethysts, Opals,
j&LG.CL-kLi.-

'

o

vz

r jth e ,w'o"rld
EXQUISITE DESIGNS

"'HE Waltham

is America's
' ioncer watch. Here ami
abroad it is recognized as
the Lghest type of
We arc headquarters for the
i.

F--

t::r.e-piec-

.IN--

GOLD AND SILVER

e.

FILIGREE

"It's Time

You Owned

S.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

a Waltham."

IS

Hardware

m. mis mm t,

1 rask

vm.

Company

Distributors of

jfe

N15

The

Walter
New Model

Awning
THE

V.

BEST

AWNING

EVER PUT

ipulation brought about an irregular,
unsettled market today for wheat. The
July and September options pursued
difficult paths, and duiing a great deal
of the time one delivery was up when
the other was down. Predictions, how
ever, that world shipments would be
more than two million bushels in ex
cess of last week tended to head off
any general advance. July started at
down
to
90
unchanged
rose to 91 and then fell back to 90

IP

4

8

4

8

8

4

i--

8

Wood-Davi-

2

Headquarters For

21-25-- 8

2

RODS

2

CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

jPiZrjk

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

AS

COMPETITION.

(Continued from rase
necessary for Fishing. Come in and and let the man who knows
Wisconsin to Prescott. The
help you pick out your tackle for the big "FISHING TRIP."
says it pays $1 a hundred
Angeles only pays 5 cents

And everything

SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

el of the year this morning. The demand for railroad issues was. inspired
largely by April reports demonstrating
that effective steps had been taken to
curtail expenses.
Further weakness in American
securities had no effect on the
general list. The common stock dropped 12 points to 400 on the curb and
the bond issues were also sold freely.
The bond market was firm.
The market in general reflected the
change in sentiment tHat has been the
outgrowth of opinions expressed in
the supreme court decisions in .the

o

trust cases.

Market Closed Strong.
New York, N. Y., June 2. The government report on cotton furnished
STOCKS REACH HIGHEST
more ammunition for the bulls and
NOTCH THIS YEAR. was
directly reflected in the southern
group of stocks.
New
to
Leased
Wire
Mexican)
(By Special
The market closed strong.
Chicago. III., June 2. Fear of man-

Corn opened easy but rallied be
cause country sates were only fair.
off at
July opened unchanged to
and recovered to 54
53
to 54
Strength developed in oats because
of dry weather complaints from
to
France.
July started- at, 36
down, and
36
unchanged to
then climbed to 36
cial.
Provisions were weak. Jrirst sales
President of Artesia College Joyn were
cents to 10 cents lowJ. Tiger of Winchester, Kentucky, has
with July pork at 14.70 to 14.75 and
er
been elected president of the Westlard and ribs respectively
ern college at Artesia, Eddy county. September
8.171-and 7.821-2- .
He had a Rhodes scholarship at OxDrouth and Hessian
ford and has a degree of A. M. from : Grasshoppers,
i
Flies.
Vanderbilt university.
Chicago, 111., June 2. Scorching
Colonel Bushnell Goes to Rome
dry weather southwest caused later
The war
has
a decided return of strength which
We have just; received a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and Colonel departmentBushnell designated
in com- was added to by news of grasshopGeorge E.
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.
mand at Fort Bayard, Grant county,
pers in Minnesota and of Hessian fly
Military Sanitarium', to represent the in Indiana, 'ine close however, was
OF
A FINE ASSORTMENT
I'nited States government at the Ineasy on profit taking. July sold finalternational Tuberculosis Congress at
cent. Corn closed
ly at a net gain
Rome, jtaly.
steady with July at a net decline of
Ejectment Cases Settled The suits
Lby the United States against Victor
Wall Street.
STEEL
Ybarra and Charles L. Hills, for lands
New York. June 2. A number of
that had been withdrawn from entry stocks were carried to the highest lev
fjskjng
but settled upon by defendants, have
been decided by Judge Frank W.' Parker, at Las Cruces, judgment being
rendered for the United States which
MEN'S BLUE
needs the land for the settling basin
REGULAR PRICE $18.00
of the great Engle dam.

FLIES

WOOD-DAV-

elections will meet tomorrow and will
choose a
of eight members to conduct the Lorimer inquiry.
It is not believed there will be fur
ther debate as all concerned aniipar
to be anxious that the inquiry shall be
undertaken as speedily as possible.
wool Bill Introduced.
Washington. D. C. .Tune 1 --Th hill
to revise the wool schedule as rennrt- ed to and approved by the Democratic
caucus was introduced In the house to
day by Mr. Underwood and referred
to the ways and means committee. It
is to be reported when the house
meets next Tuesday with the favnr.
able recommendation of that committee.

Fishing Tackle

Waltham Watch
Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
Wal'.ham. A full assortment of all
grades.

FRIDAY, JUNE 2, t91t.

Foundation for. Laundry The foun- Pacific coast points. The mileage Is
dation for a brick steam laundry at 20:; t miles.
St. Michael's college, is in and work
The Weather The range in temcn the superstructure will be rushed. perature yesterday was 59 to 77 deSaturday, June 3. The special sale grees and the lowest temperature'- last
of Adolf Seligman Dry Goods Com- night was 58 degrees.
The precipipany See change of advertisement. tation for 24 hours ending at 6 a. m.
It will pay you to watch these sales.
today was 0.04 of an inch of rain. YesHabeas Corpus for Child Jose Jac- terday was partly cloudy with showques ha3 sued out a writ of habeas cor ers and thunderstorms.
Elected The following
pus at El Paso for the possession of j Delegates
his
son, alleged to be un- - were elected delegates frem Coronado
lawfully detained by Esperidon Bel- - Camp No. 3, Woodmen of the World to
t h e
of
Fraternal
tram.
Congress
Edward JVI. Schnor, the expert Ger-- j New Mexico to be held in the court
W. E.
man piano tuner, will be in the city house June 12th: I. Sparks,
from June 2 to June 5. Telephone: Griffin, Charles L. Bishop, H. S.
Car-rutyour orders to the Santa Fe Traill Kaune, H. R. Whoeler, James A.
H.
C.
Nicholas
R.
Huber,
Sena,
Curio Company, his headquarters.
fc. Lutz, and Miguel Gorman.
j
Treated the Boy Scouts Druggist
Married Last Night Miss
A. J. Fischer, this forenoon treated j Were
the Boy Scouts to as much lemonade Antonita Abeytia, daughter of Mr. and
as they cared to drink, at his' soda i Mrs. Teodoro Abeytia, was married
last night to Manuel Gallcgos of Las
fountain, just before they left for the
cliff dwellings. There were cheer3 Vegas. The wedding ceremony was
performed at the bride's home by
for Fischer, of course.
Ricardo Alarid. Mr. and Mrs.
Justice
A big reduction in men's blue serge
Zacarias
Valdez were
witnesses.
See adversuits very seasonable.
Following the wedding, a supper was
of
Gerdes.
tisement
Julius
served at which a few friends and relThe Largest Display of nobby negli- atives of
the family were present.
gee shirts at Salmon's Big Store. Look
The Attention of those using awnin at the window then step inside and
is called to what is acknowledged
have another look and we are sure it ings
many architects, builders and those
will mean a selection. Read the ad- by
in charge of large buildings, the greatvertisement changed today.
est
in applying awnings,
None as good as Fischer Drug to improvement
residences or business buildings
Company's hand made
'cigar
"of opeever invented. Its
Guaranteed Havana Filler Just try ration and absence simplicity
of parts liable to
them once.
and the fact that any
get out of
Another Through Line The Santa one with order, tools can
put them
ordinary
Fe system has arranged with the Fris
up are points that will recommend it
co system to run through passenger to
any one that has ever had any exand freight service from St. Louis to
perience with the old style awning.
s
Hardware Company spe
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GROCERY and BAKERY
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will he received
by the County Commissioners of Santa Fe County. New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
all material and constructing three
bridges in said county, located as follows:
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
on Canon Road within the limits of
the City of Santa Fe.
One bridge over the Galisteo. river
near the town of Galisteo.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town ot Los Cernllos.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with the plans and specifications now
on file in the office of the County
Clerk at Santa Fe, New Mexico
where they may 'lie seen and examin
ed and copies procured.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified checs in tie sum of 10 per
cent of the amount of bid.
Said
check to be drawn upon some solvent
bank doing business in Santa Fe
county, New Mexico. .
Parties desiring so to do may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserve the right to reject any and all
bids ov to accept any bid made that
in their judgment is for the best interest of Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Clerk of the Board.
'

SERGE SUITS
SPECIAL AT $12.50

a

one.)
qbmpflby

whiletabs
from the

fame points.

Will Hurry Lorimer Inquiry.

Washington, D. ., June 2. The
senate committee on privileges and

THE BIG STORE
Men's

mi

fin snirt sale

CI

t

0

For One Week Only Commencing Tuesday, May 30
Shirts By Makers That Best Know How
shirt display is
....
the finest if'
shirt spread we have
ever had the pleasure of offering
our trade. You'll never wear
better shirts than we are nowif.
i showing and at a low price.
The shirtings are very handsome, while the fit, making and
quality of material form a combination of shirt perfection.

Coat style, cuffs attached or
separated. Every size and sleeve
length that's made. Every shirt
an example of splendid shirt
making. Moderate priced shirts
or shirt luxury, as you prefer.

Our summer

I,
I

V

r

Pleated or Plaint Bossoms

'

$1.25 arid $1.50
Cannot be obtained elsewhere for
less than $1.75 & $2.00 and our
guarantee goes with every shirt
sold. There will be no betfer
time than right now to select
your summer shirt.

NATHAN SALMON.
"iM'tv Xftfe

